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Company Facts

Company Founded:  2019
Headquarters:  San Francisco, CA (with fully remote team)
Founders: CEO: Nick Pinkston, CTO: Jeremy Herrman
Funding:  $6.3M total funding from a pre-seed and seed round

About Volition

Volition is the only online industrial parts marketplace, designed specifically for the needs of the
hardware development world. Volition will accelerate the pace of hardware innovation by serving
as the hub that organizes all of the world’s components.

Volition enables hardware teams to find the right components they need for the job, while
empowering industrial suppliers to acquire highly targeted customers that need just what they
sell. The Volition marketplace runs on a data processing system that can ingest complex
product data and harmonize it into a database. It operates as a storefront, with a variety of
search methods that assists users in quickly finding, understanding, utilizing, and ordering the
right parts for the job. The streamlined checkout process allows a user to order from multiple
suppliers with one receipt and then track and manage their orders, in a process analogous to
Amazon.

Suppliers can list their products at no cost and with minimal setup on Volition. A supplier only
pays when customers purchase their products, and product prices on the Volition platform are
the same as a direct purchase from a supplier.

Key Features Include:

● Vetted supplier base: Volition has direct relationships with all suppliers to ensure the
marketplace only offers high quality components, service, and logistics for users - unlike
other general marketplaces that can have problems maintaining a deep base of
high-quality vendors.

● Massive catalog: Volition’s novel data processing systems are able to handle tens of
millions of unique products across thousands of suppliers, so customers are able to find
just the right parts from high-quality suppliers.

● Industry-specific search tools: Unlike general purpose search engines and
marketplaces, the Volition platform was built from the ground up to handle the complex
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search needs of engineers who have exacting part specifications that aren’t possible to
find on other platforms.

● Supplier friendly: Volition closely partners with suppliers to provide fair terms and fees,
and a powerful catalog data import tool to enable their quick and efficient transition to the
platform while maintaining high-quality product data and documentation.

● Managed logistics: As a centralized marketplace, Volition can show tracking and other
logistics information across all orders and suppliers, as well as manage post-order
processes like order fulfillment and returns.

By combining the latest technology from Silicon Valley with the Volition team’s deep expertise
across many manufacturing and hardware domains, Volition will help the world’s hardware
companies deal with the increased volatility and risks facing our industry during times of global
supply chain crises and geopolitical realignment.

Marketplace Statistics

Products: There are over 10M+ individual products (SKUs) in the catalog, one of the largest
online industrial / hardware catalogs in existence.
Manufacturers: Products from over 6000+ manufacturers are represented on our site.
Categories: There are over 100K+ unique sub-categories spanning bolts, to computer chips, to
precision motors, to hand tools and drill bits.

Founder Bios

Volition was founded in 2019 by serial manufacturing entrepreneurs Nick Pinkston and Jeremy
Herrman. They both grew up in the Pennsylvania Rust Belt in manufacturing families and met in
Pittsburgh through their shared interest in tinkering with hardware.

Much of the Volition team has previously worked together at various manufacturing technology
companies (including Octopart, ProtoLabs, Plethora, Bantham, and Astra Space) building
software, hardware, and production systems that combine the latest technology from Silicon
Valley with deep expertise across many manufacturing and hardware domains.

Nick Pinkston, Founder/CEO

Nick wants to transform how we design and build hardware from the ground up by bringing
software analogies into the world of hardware to create the next generation of engineering and
manufacturing tools.



A lifelong hardware nerd, he’s made everything from model rockets to race cars, and always
had ideas on how to improve the tools and the process. He believes deeply that remaking
American manufacturing using new technology will lead to a more prosperous and healthy
society.

His entire career has been dedicated to building companies to realize this vision, having
founded multiple manufacturing tech startups such as Plethora (automated manufacturing),
CloudFab (manufacturing marketplace), and HackPittsburgh (the first makerspace in
Pittsburgh). He has also given talks on manufacturing and industrial policy to a wide variety of
audiences including the Obama White House OSTP, SXSW, and FooCamp. He was on the
Forbes 30 Under 30 list for 2016.

Jeremy Herrman, Founder/CTO

Jeremy Herrman is working to make the tools of invention more accessible. As CTO, he’s
responsible for leading a talented team of engineers building the technology that organizes the
world of hardware components to help everyone bring better products to market faster.

For over a decade, Jeremy has been working to create tools to accelerate the hardware
development process. Prior to Volition, Jeremy co-founded Plethora (also with Nick), where he
led the engineering team, focusing on automation of quoting, manufacturability analysis, and
part production.

When he’s not helping the team solve a tricky engineering challenge, you can find him playing
pinball, repairing vintage computers, and even programming multi-ton CNC mills to play music
using cutter resonance.

Frequently Asked Questions

Who uses Volition?

A variety of people on hardware teams use Volition:

● Mechanical engineers can quickly find the best components and suppliers for their
projects that they otherwise wouldn’t know about, increasing the performance of their
designs

● Procurement teams can speed up their process by being able to quickly search for new
vendors, find back-up sources, explore tradeoffs such as cost/order size/turnaround time
across suppliers, and monitor their order logistics all in one place



● Production and maintenance technicians can easily find specific part numbers across
many manufacturers and vendors, or use Volition’s powerful search and filter tools to find
equivalent replacement parts as well as product manuals for instructions

● Managers can monitor orders across all of their teams in one place to know if they’re
on-time and on-budget

● Financial administrators can use Volition to save time and money by simplifying the
sourcing and documentation process for everyone involved

Volition customers work across many industries: aerospace, agricultural equipment,
automation/robotics, automotive, biotech/medical, electronics, green/energy tech, food
processing, heavy equipment, lab and test equipment, machine tools, manufacturing, and many
more.

Why would suppliers join Volition’s platform?

Suppliers should join the Volition platform because they’re looking for a marketplace to help
them find highly targeted customers for their products. This creates a mutually beneficial
relationship that ensures that suppliers find customers and customers find the products they’re
looking for.

Volition is free to try and easy to set up. Suppliers provide Volition with a wide range of data
sources: spreadsheets, product feeds, etc., which is processed with minimal additional work for
them. This product import process is typically painful, as other marketplaces aren’t designed to
handle the complex product data, specs, etc. that engineered components require.

How do you ensure part and service quality?

Every supplier on the Volition platform is vetted before Volition allows them to list their products,
to ensure a high quality of parts and service. Volition checks customer references, credit history,
shipping and service performance, and other information during this process. After listing a
supplier’s products, Volition monitors their fulfillment performance to ensure they’re maintaining
a high level of service quality.

In addition, Volition will reward suppliers who have the best performance, high quality/useful
data, etc. by featuring their products. There are no ads on the Volition site.

What regions does Volition serve?

Currently Volition only serves the United States. There are plans to expand internationally at a
later date.

How is Volition different?



Volition is the only marketplace designed specifically for the needs of the industrial and
hardware development worlds. Key to this is that the Volition platform provides the ability to
search across a massive amount of complex product data so users can easily find the right
components and everything they need to know to use them.

Unlike typical industrial distributors, Volition has no warehouses or fulfillment centers, allowing
the platform to support a far broader range of products while flexibly offering many kinds of
logistics options, service areas, etc. Instead, Volition relies on supplier partners to ship orders
directly to customers. Volition provides an order management system that allows customers to
track everything they’ve ordered across their teams.

Volition was created as more than just a place to find and buy parts. Volition’s goal is to build the
next generation of hardware development tools that help users create better products and run
their teams and businesses more efficiently.

How does Volition’s technology work?

Volition’s core technology allows the product data for tens of millions of unique products to be
scalably processed and maintained. The core challenge with engineering part data is that,
unlike consumer products, there are often hundreds of unique specifications that actually matter
to our users. This process is typically done by experts going through the data by hand. Many
distributors with far fewer products spend millions of dollars a year on this process alone and
even then generally achieve worse results.

In order to solve this problem, Volition has created a hybrid human-computer system that is
used by internal product experts. This system is able to fully automate many aspects of the
process, while also allowing Volition to scale expert knowledge across their massive database
of product data.

This high-quality product database is what allows Volition’s search and filtering systems to
outperform other general purpose marketplaces, providing the best discovery experience in the
industry.

For press inquiries, please contact:  nick@govolition.com 
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